producing searing temperatures—all the while routing excess heat
from the oven cavity to avoid “baking” meats instead of broiling.
Caliber is known for its appealing design features and unique
classic aesthetic and the new line of Pro Ranges offers rich wood
handles, designer colors, and personalized trim upgrades in solid
brass, copper, bronze, and polished stainless steel and
customizable “cooking suite” options.
Caliber meticulously designs their products not just for power
and efficiency, but for beauty and versatility to satisfy the needs of
even the most demanding culinary enthusiasts.
Caliber products are designed and handcrafted in America. For
more information visit www.caliberappliances.com.

BLUESTAR® INTRODUCES CHEF-INSPIRED
REFRIGERATION TO COMPLETE THE
HOME CHEF’S DREAM KITCHEN
Commercial-level performance, innovative
design plus the ability to customize leads to
restaurant-worthy results at home
BlueStar®, manufacturer of customizable, commercial-style
appliances for the home, introduces its first-ever Built-In Refrigeration
Line, featuring top performance and unmatched customization for a
seriously fresh take on premium food preservation that redefines the
art of cooling.

Known for its passionate following among professional and home
chefs, BlueStar® has specialized in handcrafted gas ranges,
cooktops, electric and gas wall ovens and complementary kitchen
hoods since 1880. The new built-in refrigeration line boasts the
same superior craftsmanship, unsurpassed performance and
stylized customization as the company’s legendary cooking
equipment. And, true to its tradition of manufacturing at home,
BlueStar® is designing and building its refrigeration line in the U.S.
“Our customers, from the professional to the aspiring home chef,
have asked us for refrigeration that fits the needs of a true chef’s
kitchen, both in terms of performance and aesthetics,” said Eliza
Sheffield, vice president-marketing, BlueStar®. “Top of mind was
performance – keeping food fresh longer – but also the ability to
customize the refrigerator, both outside and inside, which is critical
for their lifestyle. It’s about both substance and style.”
The refrigeration line heralds a new era for the brand. “This new
refrigeration line marks a major milestone for our company and
enables us to more fully meet the needs of our customers with the
ultimate home chef’s kitchen suite,” said Sheffield.
INSPIRED BY CHEFS, POWERED BY BLUESTAR®

The new BlueStar® 36-inch built-in refrigerator features an
innovative, commercial-style design with professional grade
elements like durable 304 grade stainless steel interiors and
stainless steel and glass shelves and drawers. The stainless steel
not only adds a luxurious finish, but also helps temperatures stay
more consistent. Rugged, commercial-style construction includes
an articulating hinge that enables built-in or flush mounting.
Dramatic, ramp-on LED lighting, which reflects beautifully off the
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metal interiors, adds a clean brightness to the interior. The intuitive
OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) touch-screen offers precise
temperature control plus advanced features like Max Ice.
There is a dual compressor system—one for the fridge and another
for the freezer—for optimum food preservation and advanced odor
control. Two separate compressors mean the air stays chambered in
the proper area so that the moist air stays in the refrigerator and
doesn’t mix with the drier air of the freezer. The result: Longer lasting,
fresher tasting fresh and frozen foods.
EFFORTLESS HOME ENTERTAINING: SEAMLESS COOLING
TO COOKING

The BlueStar® Refrigeration Line offers unique features for the
home chef and enthusiastic home entertainer. Designed for easy
prep and entertaining, the refrigerator’s fully extending bottom shelf
fits a full-size commercial sheet pan—as does the freezer shelf. That
way, extra-large pans prepped with pastry or hors d’oeuvres can go
straight from the refrigerator or freezer into an oversized BlueStar®
oven, another brand hallmark.
With a fully customizable design, shelves and bins easily can be
changed to fit any entertaining need. When special occasions come
around, from birthdays to holidays, the shelves and bins are fully
flexible to handle large food trays or oversized cakes plus additional
beverages.
The refrigerator also offers extra-large, fully-extending drawers
with soft, self-close glides, making it easy to access items quickly
and easily. The oversized freezer provides plenty of storage in metal
drawers featuring soft-close glides.
UNMATCHED CUSTOMIZATION

BlueStar’s success comes down to how its products are made.
Most ranges – and refrigerators – are mass-produced. BlueStar®
makes each product by hand after the customer orders it and
customizes every little detail. Home chefs can order the ranges with
any configuration of burners and other cooking surfaces like built-in
griddles, grills and French Tops. The built-in refrigerator is
customizable as well; it is available in stainless steel and more than
750 color and finish combinations to match BlueStar® cooking and
ventilation products. The refrigerator also offers the option of right or
left side handles in 10 metal trims including stainless steel, brass
and copper. With its flexible hinge, the unit can be installed as a true
built-in or fully flush for a sleeker look.
“From cooking and cooling to enticing and inspiring, the BlueStar
kitchen now is fully equipped to help home chefs achieve restaurantworthy results at home,” said Sheffield. “BlueStar now has everything
you need to gear up, get serious, cook and entertain like a pro.”
For information, visit www.bluestarcooking.com.
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FIRST NUGGET ICE MAKER FOR HOME
USE LAUNCHES
Dawn of a new ice age—GE’s Firstbuild™
debuts countertop nugget ice maker: Opal™
Nugget ice, the popular soft, chewable ice especially favored in
the South and associated with restaurant chains and convenience
stores, can now be enjoyed at home with the affordable Opal™
nugget ice maker from GE’s FirstBuild™.
Available to purchase starting July 28 through Indiegogo (www.
nuggetice.com), Opal is a countertop nugget ice maker designed
by the FirstBuild community and priced well below other currently
available nugget ice makers. Early bird pricing begins around $399
or less, with future retail pricing expected at $499. The ice maker
will be shipped to Indiegogo contributors in mid-2016.
FirstBuild is a new model of manufacturing that challenges
makers around the world to ideate and help design innovations in
home appliances. In March of this year, FirstBuild challenged its
community to design a residential ice maker that would appeal to
nugget ice enthusiasts. The design of Opal is a result of ideas
generated by the maker community.

